
This help sheet aims to provide some tips in making a great 
film for little or no cost. You might like to simply use your mobile 
phone camera. If you want to step up your production check out 
Wide Angle’s non-commercial rates for equipment hire, including 
Statewide delivery. 

For more info visit : https://www.wideangle.org.au/hire
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An intro to creating low-budget videos by Jason James

The most important technical question when making your own video is how will it end up 
getting presented?  If it is going to YouTube it is very different to going to broadcast, or 
cinema.  It is possible to make content for all presentation types, but it is more involved and 
time consuming than you might expect.  

When people want it all I answer back with, “but what do you need?”.  

Make what you need.

What you need:

Some budget. 
• It may be $200 to hire some equipment, or enough money to buy an external    
  microphone.  Chances are you will need something you have not got. 
• You may wish to work with experienced content makers to begin with.  The cost of   
  that can save you a lot of money in the long run.
• Each time you make something new spend some money to improve the worst part   
  of the last project. 
• It is very easy to waste money on productions.  It takes some trial and error to learn   
  what expenditure is essential – ‘above the line’, and what is possibly not needed –   
  ‘below the line’.  Coffee is always above the line.  

Content. 
• Compelling content will always win over boring content. 
• Success can be depth of engagement rather than just number of views.  Consider   
  how you may wish to evaluate success in advance. 
• Think in terms of telling your story, then think about what shots might help that.  
• Always start and end with your message. (It is usually what people remember). 

Location (Using an interview set up as an example). 
• An interesting background that tells us something about the subject and is a    
  complimentary colour to the subject’s skin tone is ideal. 
• Items like couches, carpet and complex surfaces will dramatically improve the    
  sound. The world’s leading sound studio designer recommends bookcases.  
• Recording outside tends to be more difficult.  Sunlight and wind make it harder.                    
  But backgrounds are often more interesting. 
• It can help to have a few metres between the subject and the background.  
• Direct sunlight inside can be an issue.  It doesn’t hurt to try paper to put on    
  windows. (Or buy/hire the professional treatment - Full White Diffusion LEE216 – a   
  4x2’ sheet is $16.50 plus delivery from Mediavision). 
• Try some different locations. 
• Using somewhere that the subject is comfortable with is always a good place to try  first.   
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4.Equipment. 
Camera
• Can be a phone, a video camera, or certain models of DSLR 
  (watch for recording time limits).  
• Needs to have manual focus, and manual exposure settings. 
• Pick one and learn it.  
• Phones have dedicated apps for video that make it easier to use the manual settings.        
  FilmiC Pro is great. 

Microphones
• Lapels / Lavalier 
  Cheap radio mics like the Rode Go $250 and Rode Link $400 work well as a starting point. 
• Shotgun Mics vs Close miking.  
 - Shotguns usually require an operator. 
 - Microphones on the body can be better, but can also suffer if the    
     person moves or touches it. Use both where possible (or a phone    
     using voice record as a backup).
• In-camera mics are very rarely okay.
• Recording the background noise without the dialogue (helps you subtract the noise later in       
   post-production). 
• Recording to camera can be easier than an external audio recorder by itself. 
• Listen back to recordings with headphones on site.  Re-shooting on location is easier than    
   fixing “in post”. 
 
A tripod.  
• Especially if projecting the footage at a big scale later.  A projected image that moves can 
make your audience feel sick.
• A tripod for a phone can cost as little as $10 and makes it 1000 times better. 
• A gimble can be a good way of achieving usable footage when a tripod is not possible.  
Good ones can be found for under $150.       
 
Lights or reflective boards. 
• Larger the light source is often better.  If you have a small light source, then try bouncing it      
  against a board or the wall.   
• Try to keep the subject at a slightly brighter level to your background to             
   assist with exposure and focus.
• A hair light, or light that hits across the shoulders and back of head (without hitting their 
nose) can be a good way of getting separation from the background. This can be the 
overhead room light, or the light from a window.   
 
 
It is worth doing a test shoot and checking if your audio and video are working as you hoped.  
Then look for ways to improve it.  Don’t expect to be brilliant the first time.  Expect to improve 
with every project you finish.  
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Editing – telling the story from what you have.  

The stages of editing:  

Managing media.   
• Copy the files from the camera to computer to a place where they can stay until the project      
   is finished.  
• Try to avoid external drives when editing.
• Make backups on external drives and main drive. 

Ingesting media / importing.   
• Load the footage into the editor.  

Trim clips. 
• It can be a good idea to trim clips before dropping them into the timeline. 
• This means to cut the bits that are clearly not required.
Add trimmed clips to timeline.

Edit the material.  
• Arrange the clips to tell an interesting story.  
• Use cutaways to mask edit points.
 * For example your interviewer wants to say something again.  It can be a   
 good time to cut to footage of what they are talking about.  YouTubers never   
 seem to bother with this.  It makes an old editor like me go crazy. 
• Cut the boring bits, poorly made bits, and the parts that do not support the story   
   you are trying to tell. 
• Add titles and text.
• Adjust colour settings.
• Balance the audio between scenes. (Often helps to put a high pass filter on speech)
 * Compressors bring up volume safely but can also bring up noise floor. 
 * Noise reduction tools – Adobe Audition. Resolve. Reaper. 

Export the rough cut. MP4, Video Codec H.264, Audio AAC or uncompressed. 

Watch the material on a TV. Make notes about what to fix.  
• Do fixes.
• Show someone else. Get feedback. 
• Do more fixes.
• Have someone triple check it.  

Try the exported version on the destination medium – for example upload to YouTube 
as an unlisted video or show on your projector.  Pay particular attention to audio.  
Play it loud to find problems. 

Make a version with subtitles.
• Requirement for most organisations.
• Use the YouTube subtitle tool to add subtitles.  
• Can outsource subtitles to other online businesses at a reasonable cost.  

Get final sign off from someone else.  Always a good idea in an organsation to have 
final edits double checked by a manager before it is distributed.  Ask them to pay 
particular attention to things like sponsor messages, thank you lists, and subtitles.   
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A quick selection of Video Editing Software:  

OpenShot  - MAC, PC, Linux. 
• Free. 
• Similar workflow to more expensive software – good to learn from. 
• A good place to start.  It has a simple video tutorial that introduces different methods for 
cutting.
• Integrates with other open source software, Blender and Inkscape, to do motion   
  titles and graphics. 
• Limited colour grading tools – Brightness, Contrast style.

ShotCut – MAC, PC, Linux 
• More advanced than OpenShot
• Has a good range of effects and offers simple key frames. 
• Reasonable audio editing.
• Works with a wide range of formats.
• Has colour grading tools including vectorscopes. 

Resolve – MAC, PC, Linux
• Free version vs the $400 studio version. 
• Needs a fast computer to run well. 
• A professional all in one solution. 
• Can take a bit to learn. 

iMovie – MAC only
• Hard to export usable files. 

Adobe Premiere – MAC and PC
• Expensive subscription model. 
• Integrates with advanced compositing and audio software from Adobe. 
• It is what I usually use. 

Final Cut Pro. Mac Only

Sony Vegas. PC Only

Premiere Elements

Cyberlink Power Director  $130 MAC and PC

I recommend that you pick an editing package and learn it.  They will all randomly crash 
so I recommend that you save frequently – and make backups of versions along the way 
in case the file corrupts.  I use many types of software and for some reason video editing 
software seems the least stable of all the film making process. 

Good luck on your low budget film making! 
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              is a Wide Angle Tasmania project supported by the 
Tasmanian Community Fund.

Before recording images or voices use the informed consent template 
https://www.wideangle.org.au/help_sheets

Before submitting your story check you understand the GRIT Gallery terms of use 
and privacy policy https://www.wideangle.org.au/terms_of_use

To find out more visit https://www.wideangle.org.au/grit
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